Across
2. lupines has two (6)
5. private educator for freshwater fish (5)
7. cried out, but in a basso (6)
9. lupines has two (6)
15. Champollion’s stone turns easily (7)
16. more disgusting than offal (5)
18. domestic staff, as found in pubs (7)
19. mud brick dwelling (5)
22. indemnifies against the dawn (7)
25. more disgusting than offal (5)
28. virgin is average, but not mean (6)
29. abused joinery technique (8)
31. rather taken with cumbersome gloves (7)
32. peculiar container for fire (7)
35. show deference to royal bling (7)

Down
1. cried out, but in a basso (6)
3. show deference to royal bling (7)
4. mud brick dwelling (5)
6. private educator for freshwater fish (5)
8. virgin is average, but not mean (6)
10. more circumspect than Jeeves and Alfred (7)
11. headwater (6)
12. Champollion’s stone turns easily (7)
13. novice category (5)
14. headwater (6)
17. peculiar container for fire (7)
20. more circumspect than Jeeves and Alfred (7)
21. rodent mascot of New Hampshire college (7)
23. malady contracted at the beach (7)
24. unparalleled railway line essentials (8)
36. profitable enterprise as supplier of foodstuffs (9)
37. unparalleled railway line essentials (8)
39. give this to police, new and old (9)
41. indemnifies against the dawn (7)
42. silent pride providers (9)
43. malady contracted at the beach (7)
45. covered with water and brought to the boil (8)
46. depicted as rapacious (9)
49. give this to police, new and old (9)
50. domestic staff, as found in pubs (7)
51. repair work to bedtime headgear (8)
52. novicecategory (5)

25. silent pride providers (9)
26. profitable enterprise as supplier of foodstuffs (9)
27. abused joinery technique (8)
30. floor for molluscs (6)
33. rodent mascot of New Hampshire college (7)
34. the harshest parts of a university course (8)
36. the harshest parts of a university course (8)
38. covered with water and brought to the boil (8)
40. depicted as rapacious (9)
44. rather taken with cumbersome gloves (7)
47. repair work to bedtime headgear (8)
48. floor for molluscs (6)